BOOGEY LIGHTS HELLCAT REDEYE GRILLE
& AIR VENT LED LIGHT KIT INSTALLATION

Removing the front grille is probably the most challenging part of this installation. We allocate 5 hours for the
grille light installation and another hour for the hood scoop and air‐intake vent lights. Important that before
mounting the LED strips to the vehicle that the surface be first cleaned with alcohol and then primed using the
included 3M Adhesion Primer. This is a critical step. If you don’t prep the surface properly, the LED strips will
likely fall off. The layout and placement of the LED strips is not an exact science. The information in this
document show you what we’ve found to work best in terms of proving the maximum amount of light.
Boogey Lights® LED strips are not intended to be used while driving on public roads and highways. While some
states allow the use of LED accent lighting while driving, other states don't. Some only allow the use of specific
colors. Be sure to check your local laws and regulations.
IMPORTANT! We strongly suggest bench testing all of the LED strips supplied with this kit BEFORE mounting
to make sure they are working. You can use most any 12vdc power supply to do this. The black power lead
cable of the LED strip goes to ground. The Red, Green and Blue cables each go to 12vdc positive. Each of the
individual diodes (Red, Green and Blue) should light up as you do this. If you’re unsure as to what we are
referring to here, we recommend you not attempt to install this light kit yourself. Ask someone with 12vdc
experience to assist you or have the light kit professionally installed.
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LED Strip Sizes and Placement Locations
[Note: 30”/5’ = 30 inch LED strip (approx.) with a 5’ power lead]
Inside Grille
30''/5' (45 LED) ‐ Top of inside grill facing down
1'/10' (18 LED) ‐ Driver side lower vent
6''/10' (9 LED) ‐ Driver side lower vent
1'/3' (18 LED) ‐ Passenger side lower vent
6"/3' (9 LED) ‐ Passenger side lower vent
All of the power leads for these LED strips connect to the MALE side of the included quick disconnect cable. The quick
disconnect comes with a 10' power lead attached to female side. The female side is what connects to the LED controller
under the hood. The male sides connects to the grille mounted LED strips. See photo of inside of the grille. All of the
power lead cables are secured to the grille with zip tie mounts.
Metal Bumper (the metal bumper is exposed when you remove the grille)
24''/10' (36 LED) – Mounted on the bottom of metal bumper facing down. The power lead connects directly to the LED
controller.
Under‐Glow
21''/15' (30 LED) – Mounted to the car frame sub‐structure underneath the front facing down. The power lead connects
directly to the LED controller.
Front Hood Scoop
14''/10' (21 LED) ‐ Inside the hood scoop facing down. Power lead connects to the LED controller.
Driver Side Air‐Intake Vent
4''/1' (6 LED) ‐ extended together to a 15' power lead
8''/16" (12 LED)
Passenger Side Air‐Intake Vent
4''/6'' (6 LED) ‐ Extended together to a 10' power lead
8''/8'' (12 LED)
All LED strips should be mounted in such a way that their power leads can be routed to the passenger’s side where the
LED controller is mounted and connected to the 12vdc power source.
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NOTE: The paint on the front grille and hood should be protected at all times. We recommend taping down a blanket or
other material to protect these painted surfaces from scratches.
STEP ONE: REMOVING THE GRILLE.
 Open the hood. Pull out all of the pop‐up pins just underneath of the hood around the latch. You’ll need a flat head
screw driver or similar flat tool to open them.
 Remove the two 10mm bolts (one on left and right side) by the top left and right side of each headlight
 Remove the pop‐up pins holding the wheel well liner in place
 Pull down liner and use a 10mm socket to remove the two bolts holding the side fairings to the grille (4 bolts total ‐
two for each wheel well)
 Unplug each of the side marker lights using a flat head screwdriver
 Use a 7mm socket to remove the screws along the bottom of the bumper
 Pull with even pressure on the left and right side to release the pins and grille pops right off
Here’s a Youtube video that might help: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcGn6NNqHAU

STEP TWO: PLACEMENT OF LED STRIPS (see photos of placement on next page)
Note: Make sure before mounting the LED strip that you prep the surface properly using alcohol and then 3M Adhesion
Primer. This is a critical step.
INSIDE THE GRILLE




Mount 1 (30''/5' – 45 LED) strip inside at the top of the grille facing down
Mount 2 (1' & 6''/3') strips on passenger side lower vent
Mount 2 (1' & 6''/10') strips on driver side lower vent

BUMPER & UNDER‐GLOW




Mount 1 (24"/10') strip on bottom of the metal bumper. NOTE: This is the only strip we do not have a photo of.
The metal bumper can be very clearly seen when you remove the grille. Mount this strip on the bottom of that
metal bumper, facing downward.
Mount 1 (21''/15') strip underneath front for under glow

HOOD SCOOP & AIR VENTS





Mount 1 (14"/10') strip inside front hood vent through the vent itself. Using a needle nose or hemostats to hold one
end steady as you place your finger through the bottom hole to push the middle up into place. Use a flat object to
press left and right side into place through the holes in the vent. Be careful not to press too hard or you may
damage the LED strip.
Mount 1 (6 & 12 LED combo w/15' power lead) on the driver side vent top and right side
Mount 1 (6 & 12 LED combo w/10' power lead) on the passenger side vent top and left side
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PHOTOS OF LED STRIP PLACEMENT
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STEP 3: WIRING


Route all of your wires from inside the grille to the passenger side of the grille and attach the male end of the quick‐
disconnect cable using the supplied crimp on connectors. Use the supplied zip tie mounts to secure the power lead
cable to the inside of the grille assembly. Be sure to prep the surface for these zip tie mounts with alcohol and 3M
Adhesion Primer. We suggest using electrical tape to wrap each of the crimp on connectors once completed. The
female side of the quick disconnect cable will be routed from the LED controller under the hood to the front of the
car where it will connect with the grille assembly.
Note: At this point we highly recommend bench testing the entire grille LED light assembly with the quick‐
disconnect cable just to confirm all of your connections are correct and the LED strips are working. You can easily do
this by using the female end of the quick‐disconnect cable and a 12vdc power source (e.g. the car battery will work).
The goal here is to double check to make sure the LEDs on the grille assembly are working as expected; that all of
the LED strip diodes each light up individually (red, green and blue) and that your quick‐disconnect cable is wired
correctly. If there is a problem with any of your wiring, it’s better to identify the problem now – before the grille is
reassembled to the car. Trust us on this. You can thank us later. Don’t ask us how we know.








Route the under bumper LED strip power lead wire underneath and behind the passenger side headlight to where
controller will be mounted.
Route the under‐glow LED strip up power lead through bottom fairing (drilling a hole if necessary) and join with
bumper wires behind passenger side headlight.
Route the hood scoop LED strip power lead wire down through existing hole in the hood and under the fabric heat
shield. Follow the existing wire down to the passenger side hood hinge and route to where controller is mounted
from there.
Route the driver’s side air‐intake side vent LED light strip power leads behind the heat shield and down to the
passenger side hood hinge and route to where controller is mounted from there.
Route the passenger’s side air‐intake side vent LED light strip power lead down to the passenger side hood hinge
and route to where controller is mounted from there.
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STEP 4: REATTACH THE GRILLE





As you push the grille back up into place, be sure to route your power lead wire coming from the quick disconnect
cable underneath and behind the passenger side headlight and join with the rest of the wires near where the
controller will be mounted.
Do the reverse of STEP 1.

Note: This video may be helpful: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcGn6NNqHAU

STEP 5: MOUNT YOUR LED CONTROLLER
















Use the small space next to the fuse box to mount your LED Controller using the supplied 3M Dual‐Lock fastening
tape. Here too, be sure to prep the surface with
alcohol + 3M Adhesion Primer.
Attach the 12vdc ground wire from the LED
Controller to any existing metal bolt (or screw a
self tapping screw into the frame). We used the
bolt holding the radiator fluid tank.
Join all the power lead wires together coming
from the LED strips (and the quick‐disconnect
cable). There will be a Black, Red, Blue and Green
for each power lead. Make sure you match the
colors. Refer to the WIRING DIAGRAM included
with your kit.
Use the supplied crimp on connectors to join all of
your connections together.
Remove the inline blade fuse from the LED
Controller first and then connect the 12vdc
positive (red) wire coming from the LED controller
to the 12vdc accessory power next to the fuse
box.
Use the included wire loom to cover the exposed
12vdc wires. We also suggest wrapping all of the
crimp on connections with electrical tape.
After you’ve inspected all connections, you’re
ready to energize the system by inserting the
inline blade fuse back into the fuse holder. As
soon as you do, the green light on the face of the LED Controller should light up.
At this point you’re ready to test your system. You can use your KEY FOB or Bluetooth phone (download our free
APP) to operate your lights.
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